Rules of the Game

1. **Scramble format** - Each member of the team will have a chance to advance the ball by playing a shot. Once the best shot of the team is determined, each member will drop a ball within a club length of that best shot, no closer to the hole, and play to advance the ball again. You can move the ball out of a hazard by one club length if the ball is not in the hazard by more than a club length.

2. Men play the white tees. Anyone **65** or above may play the yellows. Ladies the reds.

3. There are no “gimmes” - the putt must be made on every hole.

4. Any three person teams must rotate the fourth shot among players.

5. The **Straightest Drive** will be on hole **#3E**. The straightest drive will be determined by the ball that is closest to the chalk line in the center of the fairway. An example would be if a ball is closer to the chalk line but shorter than another ball that is further away from the chalk line, the shorter ball would win. It’s about being straighter (closest to the line) rather than longer. **Note:** You may use a purchased mulligan on this hole, but only your first tee shot counts toward straightest drive consideration.

6. There are two **Closest to the Pin** holes. They will be on hole **#5E** and hole **#5S**. To be eligible a ball must be on the green, not the apron or fringe.

7. The **$5000 Hole-in-One** challenge hole will be **#9S**. “Bonus” hole-in-one challenge holes this year will be on **#5E**, **#5S**, and **#7E**. Prizes will vary on those holes.

8. **Mulligans** ($3 each) allow a player on the team a “do over” from anywhere on the course, but may not be used for your drive on the $5000 Hole-in-One contest. A purchased mulligan may only be used once. **Note:** Although no tee-shot Mulligans are allowed on the $5000 hole, mulligans are allowed on the "bonus" holes, but only your first tee shot counts to win the prize or for closest to the pin consideration.

9. **Strings** that are purchased ($2 per foot) may be used on the green. If your putt distance is within your string distance, the putt is good. Team members can combine their strings, but no more than 2 at a time (i.e. 2 foot distance). A purchased piece of string may only be used once and in it’s entirety….in other words, no “cut up’s”.

10. Highest team score on a hole is 2x par for that hole.

11. In the case of a tie score, the winning team will be determined by the score on the South course number one men’s handicap hole. If that number is a tie, the number two men’s handicap hole will be used, and so on until a winning team is determined.

12. Turn all scorecards in to **Ed Harkins** or the Fellows Creek attendant after play.